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The American author/illustrator of nearly 100 children's books, Arnold Stark Lobel is
best remembered for his classic series of Frog and Toad books.
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'Short, original fables with fresh, unexpected morals poke subtle fun at human foibles
through the antics of animals. . . . The droll illustrations, with tones
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through the antics of animals. . . . The droll illustrations, with
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Fables by Arnold Lobel consists of 20 one page original fables with fresh morals that
slyly, humorously poke human at human failings using animal characters.
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Fables by Arnold Lobel Fountas and Pinnell N Lexile 540L Buy at Amazon.com. Book
Summary 'Short, original fables with fresh, unexpected morals poke subtle fun at
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As a child, illustrator and writer Arnold Lobel used animal drawings as a way to make
friends with his classmates. Today his classic tales of friendships
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Get this from a library! A lesson plan book for Fables by Arnold Lobel : reading
materials. [Michale Johnson; Janice Race; Arnold Lobel]
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Fables, By Arnold Lobel , Illustrated by Arnold Lobel, a Paperback title from
HarperCollins, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers
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I'm on an Arnold Lobel kick these days. Having breezed through the sweet, "A Treeful of
Pigs", stopped to admire his treasury of nursery rhymes (two thumbs way way up
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Fables (Arnold Lobel) at Booksamillion.com. 'Short, original fables with fresh,
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